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Abstract:
Alcoholic beverages, and beer in particular, have had an extensive impact on human
civilization. People have been brewing beer for thousands of years, and some scholars even
argue that it was humanity’s thirst for beer rather than a hunger for bread that motivated the
domestication of cereal grains ca. 9500-8000 B.C.E. If this argument is to be believed, beer
would have acted as a precursor to the Neolithic Revolution and inspired people to develop
agrarian economies and abandon their nomadic lifestyle. By the time that the Sumerian
civilization in ancient Mesopotamia arose, beer production was a well-known and respected
craft. In this society, alcohol played an important role in the business, social, and spiritual
worlds. Beer was a dietary staple rich in carbohydrates, vitamins, and proteins, and was
ultimately safer to drink than water due to the alcohol killing dangerous microorganisms. This
essay aims to understand the religious and cultural significance of brewing in ancient Sumer by
exploring the Hymn to Ninkasi, which was a song or poem dedicated to the goddess of beer. In
addition to textual sources, this essay also describes an experimental archaeological project in
which I reproduce the beer recipe detailed in the Hymn to Ninkasi. As the hymn states, drinking
beer “makes the liver happy / …which rejoices the heart,”1 which is something that modern-day
consumers have in common with their ancient counterparts.
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Introduction:
The Sumerian civilization existed from ca. 5,000 to ca. 1700 BC2 and was located in the
easternmost region of Mesopotamia (Fig. 1).3 Their civilization is known for a meticulous
record-keeping of cuneiform texts that detail innovations in language, governance, architecture,
and several mysterious rituals. Some of these rituals, including marriage, death, and banquets,
center around the brewing and consumption of beer. Beer is an alcoholic beverage produced
from cereals by enzymatic conversion of starch into fermentable sugar followed by a fermenting
process.4 Some archaeologists have even argued that barley was originally cultivated not for the
purpose of bread, but instead for beer. Although this claim is far from being widely accepted, it
is undeniable that beer played a major part in Sumerian ritual. It was used in cultic activities and
was the most common base for many medical potions.5 Although this essay focuses on beer
produced by the Sumerians, it neither implies that they invented this technology nor denies the
possibility that this technology was also being used by others in the Mesopotamian region and
beyond.
Beginning in the 4th millennium B.C.E., climate changes caused a dramatic decrease in
the water levels of the Tigris and Euphrates river valleys.6 As a result, an extremely fertile plain
emerged where several civilizations established themselves. By the 3rd millennium B.C.E., the
southern area of the plain became the center of Sumerian culture. This development brought
about the “emergence of large cities, the stratification of the society into social classes with
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different access to resources, and the invention of tools such as seals, clay tokens, numerical
tablets, and proto-cuneiform writing.”7 This proto-cuneiform writing eventually evolved into a
complete writing system for the Sumerian civilization, and later for the Akkadian language. Even
in their earliest texts, the Sumerian tradition provides information about beer.

Fig. 1: The Fertile Crescent stretched from the Nile
River in Egypt to the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in
modern Iraq. Ancient Sumer was located on the
Easternmost end near the Persian Gulf, shown in
purple.

The earliest evidence for brewing beer in the Mesopotamian region dates back to 35003100 B.C.E. at the Sumerian settlement of Godin Tepe in modern-day Iran. In 1992,
archaeologists discovered chemical traces of beer in a fragmented jar dating to the mid-fourth
century B.C.E.8 One of the main reasons that beer may have become so popular was because it
was healthier to drink than water, which could become polluted by animal or human waste.
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Beer’s fermentation process was an effective method of killing bacteria and waterborne disease
and contained nutrients that other beverages did not.9
Even gods were involved in the brewing process. For example, Enki, the god of wisdom,
drank beer and occasionally got drunk, such as in the poem “Inanna and the God of Wisdom.”10
Enki’s drunkenness led to him being tricked by Inanna, who stole the laws of civilization from
him and gave them to man, which resulted in wisdom and civilization.11 Other ancient deities
linked to beer include Iris, Dumuzi, Enlil, Hathor, Menqet, Dionysus, and Cere.12 However,
perhaps the most important of all is the goddess Ninkasi. Ninkasi was recognized as both the
goddess of beer and the personification of beer in Sumerian culture. The Hymn to Ninkasi,
written down around 1800 B.C.E.,13 provides the greatest source of information to modern-day
archaeologists about what the ancient brewing process may have been. Although it was recorded
in 1800 B.C.E., the hymn is probably much older than that; it likely existed thousands of years
prior through oral tradition.14 The hymn is typically divided into two songs. The two parts are
always found together, though their contents are different. The first song describes the step by
step process of brewing; it includes everything from the preparation and heating of the grains to
the fermentation of the liquid. The second part laments the containers used in the process and
includes common tavern drinking songs.15 For the purpose of this essay, I will focus on the first
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song. The hymn was likely sung by female brewers as they completed the process of making
beer. However, unfortunately, the hymn is fragmentary and is not fully complete. Therefore,
modern-day researchers must use contemporary science and experimentation to fill in the
missing pieces. The hymn, as translated by Miguel Civil, is included below:
Hymn to Ninkasi
[1] Borne of the flowing water […],
[2] Tenderly cared for by the Ninhursag,
[3] Ninkasi, borne by the flowing water […],
[4] Tenderly cared for by the Ninhursag.
[5] Having founded your town by the sacred lake,
[6] She finished its great walls for you,
[7] Ninkasi, having founded your town by the
sacred lake,
[8] She finished its great walls for you,
[9] Your father is Enki, Lord Nidimmud,
[10] Your mother is Ninti, the queen of the abzu.
[11] Your father is Enki, Lord Nidimmud,
[12] Your mother is Ninti, the queen of the abzu.
[13] You are the one who handles the dough [and]…
with a big shovel,
[14] Mixing, in a pit, the bappir with sweet aromatics,
[15] Ninkasi, you are the one who handles dough
[and]… with a big shovel,
[16] Mixing, in a pit, the bappir with [date]-honey,
[17] You are the one who bakes the bappir in the
big oven,
[18] Puts in order the piles of hulled grains,
[19] Ninkasi, you are the one who bakes the bappir in the
big oven,
[20] Puts in order the piles of hulled grains,
[21] You are the one who waters the malt set
on the ground,
[22] The noble dogs keep away even the potentates.
[23] Ninkasi, you are the one who waters the malt set
on the ground,
[24] The noble dogs keep away even the potentates.
[25] You are the one who soaks the malt in a jar,
[26] The waves rise, the waves fall.
[27] Ninkasi, you are the one who soaks the malt in a jar,
[28] The waves rise, the waves fall.
[29] You are the one who spreads the cooked mash on
large reed mats,
[30]
Coolness overcomes.
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[31] Ninkasi, you are the one who spreads the cooked mash on
large reed mats,
[32]
Coolness overcomes,
[33] You are the one who holds with both hands
the great sweetwort,
[34] Brewing [it] with honey [and] wine…
[35] Ninkasi, you are the one who holds with both hands
the great sweetwort,
[36] Brewing [it] with honey [and] wine.
[37] Line damaged
[38] You… the sweetwort to the vessel. (Line damaged)
[39] Ninkasi… (Line damaged)
[40] You… the sweetwort to the vessel. (Line damaged)
[41]The fermenting vat, which makes a pleasant sound,
[42] You place appropriately on [top of]
a large collector vat.
[43] Ninkasi, the fermenting vat, which makes
a pleasant sound,
[44] You place appropriately on [top of]
a large collector vat.
[45] When you pour out the filtered beer
of the collector vat,
[46] It is [like] the onrush of Tigris and Euphrates.
[47] Ninkasi, you are the one who pours out
the filtered beer of the collector vat,
[48] It is [like] the onrush of Tigris and Euphrates.
The gakkul vat, the gakkul vat,
The gakkul vat, the lam-sa-re vat,
The gakkul vat, which makes the liver happy,
The lam-sa-re vat, which rejoices the heart,
The guur-bal jar, a fitting thing in the house
The sa-gub jar, which is filled with beer,
The am-am jar, which carries the beer
of the lam-sa-re vat…
The beautiful vessels, are ready on [their] pot stands!
May the heart of your god be well
disposed towards you!
Let the eye of the gakkul vat be our eye,
Let the heart of the gakkul vat be our heart!
What makes your heart feel wonderful,
Makes [also] our heart feel wonderful.
Our liver is happy, our heart is joyful.
You poured a libation over the brick of destiny,
You placed the foundations in peace [and] prosperity,
May Ninkasi live together with you!
Let her pour for you beer [and] wine,
Let [the pouring] of the sweet liquor resound
pleasantly for you!
In the… reed buckets there is sweet beer,
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I will make cupbearers, boys, [and]
brewers stand by,
While I circle around the abundance of beer,
While I feel wonderful, I feel wonderful,
Drinking beer, in a blissful mood,
Drinking liquor, feeling exhilarated,
With joy in the heart [and] a happy liverWhile my heart full of joy,
[And] [my] happy liver I cover with a
garment fit for a queen!
The heart of Inanna is happy again,
The heart of the queen of heaven is happy again!16

Ritual and Cultural Resonance:
The technique of brewing was an early technological achievement and held significant
cultural importance to the Sumerians. The Hymn to Ninkasi provides archaeologists with insight
into this cultural resonance. The mythological glorification of Ninkasi, and therefore beer,
suggests the high regard Sumerians had for beer. Beer was clearly an integral part of ancient
Near Eastern culture, as demonstrated in other sources as well. Another genre of literary
documents providing knowledge about ancient beer is represented by royal proclamations in the
so-called Code of Hammurabi. The code, which is a record of punishments imposed for
committing certain crimes, includes a specific section detailing violations of both regulations
concerning the distribution of beer in taverns and payment for its consumption.17 This suggests
that beer was a commercial good that was often purchased using some form of payment and
therefore was significant to the economy of ancient Mesopotamia.
Beer was economically significant to women in particular in this society. Because of the
heavily patriarchal culture, beer provided a unique opportunity to women. The primary economic
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avenues for women were prostitution, becoming a temple priestess, or becoming a baker or
brewer. Sumerians viewed brewing as synonymous with food preparation, so brewing was
considered a female role.18 Therefore, women, who were excluded from most professions, could
sell their products at bakeries and taverns. Brewing was a well-respected profession, and
Assyriologist Adolf Leo Oppenheim notes that “The Brewer’s craft is the only profession in
Mesopotamia which derives divine protection and social sanction from a goddess,”19 referring to
Ninkasi. The divine sanction of the profession of brewing further points to its significance and
relevance in Sumerian and Mesopotamian society.
In addition to its economic benefits, beer in ancient Mesopotamia was also ritualistic.
Beer was often poured out as a libation and offered to the gods as a way to quench their thirst,
and one type of Ur III animal sacrifice was known as a “beer pouring.”20 This ritual may have
been similar to the “Sacred Marriage” rite where the ruler sacrificed animals, had a drum
sounded, and plowed a symbolic furrow. The festival also featured “the ruler pouring beer into
stone bur-containers… and then distributing the contents in some manner.”21 According to
several door plaques and cylinder seals of the Akkad and Ur III periods, people both drank beer
and poured it as libations at banquets. Banquets were held at weddings, funerals, and cult
festivals.22 Additionally, literary evidence reveals that prophets from Mari would consume beer
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to induce ecstatic states and that many temples had their own brewers.23 Letters detailing a
festival at Mari describe the palace kitchens providing “420 litres of sweet alappnum-beer, the
meal of the king and men on the occasion of offerings to Ishtar, in the garden of the king.”24 Beer
was clearly being produced and consumed in large quantities. In this case, it was brewed for both
the people to drink and for providing Ishtar with an offering.
Beer was also used as a form of payment. Sumerians used beer as money because it had
intrinsic value, was easily divisible, and could serve as a unit of account.25 Several cuneiform
tablets, such as the one in Fig. 2a and 2b,26 detail rations intended for people committing a
service. In this example, the cuneiform text records rations of beer, bread, oil, and onions
intended for messengers. It also provides the date of the tablet: year 1 of the reign of Ibbi-Sin,
month 2, day 20. Additionally, around 3000 B.C.E., in the Sumerian city of Uruk, there is
evidence of residents bartering with beer and trading it for more scare and precious resources
such as precious stones, timber, and metal.27 As a whole, this period of city settlement saw group
stratification and the rise of social classes and wage labor, and much of these developments were
due to the commercialization of beer.
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Fig. 2a: Cuneiform tablet:
record of rations of beer,
bread, oil, and onions for
messengers, ca. 2028 B.C.

Fig. 2b: Drawing of the cuneiform tablet
shown in Fig. 2a.

Outside of a religious context, beer is often mentioned in Sumerian literature. In the
Mesopotamian work The Epic of Gilgamesh, the character Endiku is created by the gods to keep
Gilgamesh from oppressing the people of Uruk.28 However, Ediku must first be educated in the
way people live. One passage from the epic states that Endiku “did not know how to eat bread, /
nor had ever learned how to drink beer!”29 These lines suggest that knowing how to properly
drink beer was an important part of civilized culture. Endiku is eventually taught the correct
behaviors of civilization by a harlot named Shamhut. In addition to The Epic of Gilgamesh,
references of beer are common in Sumerian erotic poetry. For example, one poem mentions the
comparison of one’s beloved to “the sweetness of honey and dates” and the “sweetness of butter
and beer.”30 This poem suggests that drinking beer may have been present during intimate
occasions and that beer could have been consumed during sexual intercourse.
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Ingredients:
The exact ingredients involved in ancient beer production in the Sumerian civilization are
heavily disputed amongst scholars today. However, several clues provide access as to what some
of these ingredients might have been. For example, proto-cuneiform administrative documents
and tablets mention materials such as munu, bappir, GAR tam-ma, and titab.31 While these terms
are not identified with complete certainty, their meaning can be inferred from the basic
construction of their signs, from the context in which they occur, from the measures used, and
from the amounts occurring in the documents.32 For example, munu was delivered in sacks,
baskets, or vessels, and researchers argue that it may have been the malt obtained from barley by
germination. The meaning of bappir is more debated; it is represented in Old Sumerian
documents by a sign combination common in proto-cuneiform records, but only as independent
signs. The two signs individually are GAR, which traditionally was a barley ration, and KAŠ,
which depicted a beer jug and represented a common type of beer. An explanation for this may
be that barley was being processed in the same way as GAR rations and was being used as a
basic ingredient in beer.33 Another ingredient, titab, designates a different barley product. Its
preparation somehow included a germination process that converted barley into malt.
Furthermore, the preparation also included heating in an oven. At some point in the production
process, it was spread out over reed mats, probably to cool it down.
Several more ingredients can be identified by chemical analysis from residue on pottery
fragments. Calcium oxalate in particular is a chemical compound that identifies brewed barley.34
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In other words, when beer evaporates, calcium oxalate is the byproduct that is left behind. In
order for scientists to identify calcium oxalate and other materials, a painstakingly slow process
of extracting the residue from pottery fragments is necessary. Archaeologists use a diamond drill
to gently remove ceramic powder from pottery shards and then boil the material in a chloroform
and methanol solvent meant to pull out any organic compounds that may have soaked into the
pottery. The next step is to identify “fingerprint compounds.” For example, beeswax
hydrocarbons indicate honeyed drinks, tartaric acid points to grapes (and therefore wine), and
calcium oxalate means barley beer.35

Chemistry:
The process of any liquid transforming into an alcoholic beverage can be classified in
scientific terms as a natural chemical reaction. In its most basic description, any sort of drink
where yeast converts sugar into alcohol is classified as “beer.” In the modern brewing process,
beer is made by adding warm water to malted barley and other grains. The enzymes produced in
this step change the grains into simple sugars. When the beer reaches this point, it is called the
mash. In the next step of the process, the grain is separated from the water, and the water is now
called “wort.” The wort is boiled and hops, which provide flavor and preserve the beer, are
added. When the wort cools, yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) is added. The yeast, which is a
living microorganism, turns sugars into alcohol and wort into beer. The formula C6H12O6 →
2C2H5OH + 2CO2 represents the alcoholic fermentation of glucose to produce ethanol and carbon
dioxide.36 The ancient process described in the Hymn to Ninkasi is relatively the same, although
35
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the ancient Sumerians may have combined or simplified several of the steps. Furthermore, they
added ingredients such as fruits or honey to obtain their yeast content, rather than adding
cultured yeast as an individual ingredient. They also did not use hops in their beer at all. Despite
the variations in materials and methods geographically and throughout time, all beer brewing
methods produce the same biochemical transformation- the conversion of starch into ethyl
alcohol.
Starch is a complex sugar that comes in two main forms: amylopectin and amylose. Both
can be hydrolyzed into fermentable sugars by various enzymes.37 Specifically, the transformation
from starch to beer is a two-phase conversion. The first phase, called saccharification, is where
starches are broken down sugars that can be fermented. This process is triggered by one of two
ways: either by the enzymes naturally present in cereal grains during germination, or by
exogenous enzymes present in natural sources such as human saliva, honey, and various other
plants.38 The second phase is fermentation. In this phase, yeasts convert sugars into alcohol and
carbon dioxide. In modern brewing, the first phase happens during the malting and mashing step.
Here, grains germinate and produce amylase enzymes. Grounding and mixing the grains with
warm water facilitates enzymatic hydrolysis, which is when water breaks down the bonds in the
sugars with the help of the enzymes. The second conversion happens when cultured or wild
yeasts are added as the fermentation agent. The term “fermentation” can indicate both the
specific stage for sugar-alcohol conversion and also the brewing process as a whole.39
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In comparison to modern beer, ancient brews were multi-ingredient concoctions, similar
to porridge or gruel, and were fermented with wild yeasts.40 According to McGovern, mashing
and fermentation was a continuous process that often skipped the filtration stage to separate the
grain fragments from the wort. This likely resulted in mixtures with a thicker consistency than
modern brews. However, the general fermentation reaction is still the same between ancient and
modern beer. In a simplified explanation, when yeasts eat the sugars, they eventually produce
ethanol and carbon dioxide (Fig. 3).41
Despite modern and ancient yeasts
behaving in similar fashions, yeast ultimately still
impacts how the final brewed product tastes. In
modern brewing, ale yeast or lager yeast is
typically used instead of wild yeast. Ale yeast is
top-fermenting and produces more esters, while
lager yeast is bottom-fermenting and yields a
crispier taste. Wild yeast tends to produce an

Fig. 3: The Fermentation Reaction Cycle.

acidic taste and the flavor profile is much more difficult to control, which is why it is less
popular to use.42 Consequently, if a modern brewer were to replicate the ancient brewing process
(such as in the experiment described in this essay) the final product would not taste exactly the
same as it did in ancient times. In fact, the flavor of beer in ancient Sumer probably varied from
batch to batch.

40
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Additionally, there are several secondary elements which are produced during
fermentation that also contribute to much of the beer’s flavor and feel. These include the length
of the carbon chains, the amount of alcohol, the type of esters, the residual sulfur, and
carbonation levels in the brew. Temperature, yeast pitch rate, aeration, the length of
fermentation, and the mineral content in water can also all impact the fermentation and alcohol
content of beer.43 Specifically, in regards to the mineral content of water, calcium and
magnesium affect how the yeast grows and metabolizes the sugar. Bicarbonate (HCO₃) in water
contributes to the pH of beer in the fermentation process.44 Furthermore, in addition to the taste,
the appearance of beer (turbidity, haze, and foam stability) is also affected by yeast and
bacteria.45 In conclusion, when attempting to replicate an ancient brewing recipe, it is virtually
impossible to control every factor that has an impact on the taste and appearance of the beer.

Brewing Process:
Although some information is known, the brewing process of ancient Sumerian beer as a
whole remains somewhat of a mystery. Researchers must rely on a combination of textual
evidence, chemical analysis, and experimental archaeology to create a picture of what the
process may have looked like, and even then, they cannot be completely sure that it is accurate.
the Hymn to Ninkasi provides archaeologists with the clearest glimpse into the brewing process.
The first step in ancient brewing was to malt and crush the barley. In the preparation of
the malt, the grain was germinated by spreading it out, covering it with earth, and then watering
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it. After the malt was germinated, it was dug up and soaked in a jar. Following this step, the
hymn mentions “waves that rise and fall.” This may suggest that the resulting fluid from soaking
the malt pulsed in waves from the mashing process. Next, the “mash,” or titab, needed to be
prepared by soaking, cooking, and then cooling. Finally, the wort was prepared and fermented.
When the beer was ready, it was filtered from the fermentation vat into a collector vat, from
which it was poured for consumption.46 Through Damerow’s interpretation of this process, he
admits that he applied his modern knowledge of chemistry in brewing to fill in the gaps.47 For
example, he notes that the Hymn to Ninkasi does not include any specific amounts of time, such
as how long the beer should be left to ferment. In this case, Damerow utilizes his prior
knowledge of brewing and context clues in the hymn to assume that the beer was probably left
alone for only a few days before it was ready for consumption.48
In the Hymn to Ninkasi, lines 1-12 give the legendary origin story of Ninkasi, and
therefore the origin of grain. Lines 13-16 mention mixing ingredients in a pit. During the
Natufian period, people living in the valleys of the Euphrates and the Jordan Rivers began
settling into permanent homes with storage pits to store surplus food. In addition to storage, these
pits were used for fire, mixing, and discarding unwanted materials. These storage pits are likely
synonymous with the pit mentioned in the hymn.49 Lines 17-20 describe the process of making
bread in the oven. Bread was made from barley on the banks of the Euphrates and was an
intermediate step to making beer. Brewers broke this bread up, soaked it in water, and included it
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in their brewing process.50 Lines 21-24 mention malting the grain. Malting is the process of
soaking and allowing the grain to germinate, then drying out the sprout. This is when some
starches are converted to sugars and the grain becomes sweet, nutritious, and easy to crush.
Several archaeological sites from the Natufian period in the Near East, such as Jerf el Ahmar (c.
9500 B.C.E.), yield evidence of smooth, fire-hardened earthen floors where malted barley,
wheat, and rye could have been dried or roasted in the sun.51
In lines 25-28, the poem talks about soaking the malt in a jar. This is important because
when malted barley and millet are soaked in hot water, amylase enzymes begin breaking down
starches in seeds and converting them to sweet sugars. This process is called mashing. To keep
the water at boiling temperature, rocks may have been heated in a fire and then placed into
vessels filled with water, or the brewers could have continued fueling the fire by adding other
forms of fuel. According to O’Briant, the ideal temperature for cooking the mash would have
been 148-158 degrees Fahrenheit.52 Lines 29-32 suggest exactly what they sound like; the
brewers spread the mash onto reed mats and let it cool. In lines 33-36, the hymn mentions honey
and wine. Mead and wine are different from beer in that they carry their means of fermentation
with them. Wild yeast exists in honey, but usually cannot be accessed because of the high sugar
content. To remedy this and make mead, all a person needs to do is thin the honey with water to
activate the yeast. Yeast located on grape skins are all that is necessary to initiate fermentation
once grapes have been crushed. In contrast, wort, which is the sweet liquid made from malted
grain by the mashing process, has no yeast (other than what can be found in the air). Although
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ancient brewers did not understand exactly what was causing their beer to ferment, they did
recognize that blending ingredients with the beer that already had active yeast in or on them, like
fruits, honey, or wine, would yield the results they were looking for. Unfortunately, lines 37-40
are damaged and too fragmentary to make sense. Lines 41-44 talk about placing a fermenting vat
on top of a collecting vat. Lines 45-48 conclude the first part of the Hymn to Ninkasi and grandly
compare the final product to the life-giving rivers of the Tigris and Euphrates through a
metaphor, which in turn alludes to the life-giving qualities of the beer.
According to Professor Michael M. Homan of Xavier University of Louisiana, ancient
Sumerian beer tastes like “water and malted barley.”53 During his time at the Albright Institute of
Archaeological Research in Jerusalem, Homan followed several ancient Near Eastern texts that
record beer recipes to make his own reproduction. First, he planted and harvested his barley, then
winnowed it to remove the chaff. Next, he dehusked the grain. To convert the starches to sugar,
Homan malted the barley by dampening the kernels for three days. When the grain began to
show signs of germination, he ground it up and formed small cakes of bread. He then baked them
at 250 degrees Fahrenheit for two hours. Heat is necessary to caramelize the sugars and create a
sweet malt taste. Next, he placed the baked and malted barley cakes into an open vat of water.
He claims that this is similar to the beer-making instructions found in Ecclesiastes 1:1-2, which
calls for the readers to "throw their bread upon the face of the water.” The combination of malted
bread and water formed the wort. After about two days, airborne yeast began fermenting the
wort. He let the liquid sit for three more days until he felt that the fermentation was complete. He
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then flavored his beer with ingredients such as dates, grapes, raisins, honey, and cinnamon.
Homan noticed that his beer had an alcohol content between two and three percent.
Paleontologist Ed Hitchcock also conducted an experiment to reproduce ancient
Sumerian beer. Hitchcock’s recipe is based on the reproduction conducted by Dr. Solomon Katz
of the University of Pennsylvania and Fritz Maytag of Anchor Brewing Company in San
Francisco, California. In his experiment, Hitchcock decided to use barley, wheat, and spelt
grains. First, he sprouted the grains (200-250 grams per jar) in one-liter mason jars with
perforated lids by filling the jars with cold water and rotating them to ensure even wetting. He
soaked them in the water for 24 hours and continuously checked for signs of germination. After
two to three days, he took the germinated grains and ground them up. Next, he used the starchy
paste to form “biscuits,” 15-18 cm in diameter and 2-3 cm thick. He baked the biscuits at 150
degrees Fahrenheit (65 degrees Celsius) for about ten hours. He then placed the cakes into water
and created a sort of mash. Hitchcock boiled the mash to about 140 degrees Fahrenheit (60
degrees Celsius) until the extracted wort was ready to be boiled, cooled slowly, then fermented.
At this point, Hitchcock recalls “a portion of Katz and Maytag’s interpretation of the Hymn to
Ninkasi wherein they supposed that fruits, such as grapes (or raisins) or dates, may have been
added, not as a flavoring but as a source of wild yeasts which normally live on the skins of these
fruits.”54 Instead of using fresh fruit, Hitchcock chose to culture the yeast from a batch of fresh
unpasteurized sweet apple cider. This technique provided an inoculation with microorganisms
known to produce fermentation without actually controlling the numbers or strains of those
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organisms. His resulting beer was “quite pale and contained suspended starch, giving it the
appearance of a Belgian White beer.” Hitchcock’s recipe is below:
Recipe for an Ancient Beer
In one pot mix:
500 g (dry weight) pulverized sprouted barley gruel
1 biscuit (~200 g dry weight) sprouted wheat or spelt bread
2 L of the last barley rinse water
200 g cracked winter wheat
In a second pot, mix:
2 biscuits (~250 g dry weight) sprouted barley bread
100 g unsprouted barley, crushed
200 g unsprouted spelt, crushed
2.5 L cold water
Thoroughly break up the biscuits and allow them to soak. While the first pot soaks at room temperature,
slowly heat the second pot to boiling. Once it has reached boiling, mix the contents of the two pots, and
slowly bring the temperature back to boiling. With a wooden spoon, push the mash to one side of the
pot and collect the liquid (plus any grain that happens to be floating around) with a cup and transfer it
to another pot. Add 1 L of boiling water to the mash, stir, and repeat the pressing procedure. Repeat this
until you have collected several liters of brown, gravy-like liquid, along with some grains. Bring the
wort to a boil to sterilize it, cool, and pitch with your favorite wild yeast.

In yet another reproduction, the website “anthrochefblog.com” provides their
interpretation of the Hymn to Ninkasi.55 Similar to the other two experiments, Anthrochef’s
process began with soaking their barley for two to three days. They placed the grain in a
cheesecloth suspended over a bucket and misted the grain a few times each day until they
sprouted tails. Meanwhile, while the barley was soaking, they made the bappir from one and ½
cups of barley flour, ¼ cup of warm water, and one tablespoon of dry yeast. They kneaded the
dough until it was smooth, covered it, and set it aside for two days. After two days, they cooked
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the bappir in an oven on 300-degree Fahrenheit heat for just ten minutes to ensure that the
outside cooked while the inside of the bread remained raw and doughy. They also cooked the
sprouted barley in the oven at the same heat for thirty minutes.
Next, they crushed ½ a cup of malted wheat to be added to the beer later and also set
about making date syrup. To make the date syrup, they combined ½ a cup of chopped dates and
three cups of water. They brought this to a boil, occasionally stirring until it turned thick and
syrupy. Anthrochef combined the date syrup, powdered malted barley, two more quarts of water,
and a tablespoon of dry yeast in a pot. Next, they tore up the bappir into bite-sized pieces and
added those as well. They stirred, covered with a cheesecloth, and set aside to ferment for two
days. When it was done, they strained the liquid and observed that it tasted sweet and cidery.

Limitations:
Because so much is still debated and unsure about the ancient brewing process, it is
important for me to recognize my limitations in the experimental portion of this essay. This
reproduction is not intended to be an exact copy of the ancient process of brewing beer, but
rather is to serve as an outline to model the steps of the process. Additionally, I hope to recognize
some of the differences between ancient and modern brewing and want to place myself in the
mindset of some of these ancient brewers.
In regards to materials, my ingredients do not all originate from the correct ancient
regions of the world. The barley I chose to use is “Timeless Natural Food USDA Certified
Organic Semi-Pearled Purple Prairie Barley.” Although this barley was grown in Montana, USA,
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it traces its roots back thousands of years to the Nile River Valley.56 I chose to use this barley
over other options because it is organic and kosher, heirloom, and non-GMO. Additionally, this
barley was unmalted, which was ideal for me because I wanted to include the malting process in
my experiment. For the honey, I purchased OneLife’s “100% Organic Himalayan Kashmiri
Honey.” It comes from the Kashmir Valley near the Himalayan Mountains, is unfiltered, and
contains no added sugar. While it is impossible to know exactly what type of honey the ancient
Sumerians were using, this honey is a closer substitute than modern store-bought filtered honey.
Furthermore, to flavor the final product of my beer, I purchased “King Solomon 100% Organic
Premium Medjoul Dates.” According to the product description, Medjoul dates originated in
Morocco and are now grown in Israel. All of these products were purchased from amazon.com.
In addition to the ingredients, I also purchased a “Rounded Chamba Soup Pot” from
Ancient Cookware to brew the beer in. In order to more naturally help simulate what the ancient
brewing process looked like, I thought it was necessary to use a ceramic pot rather than modern
brewing equipment. This pot is handmade and was constructed from natural and unglazed clay.
However, it comes from Central Columbia, and not from somewhere in the Middle East. I
decided that the region that it was made in did not matter as much as the process in which it was
made.
Furthermore, the COVID-19 outbreak greatly impacted the methodology of this
experiment. Due to travel restrictions and safety precautions, I was not able to complete my
experiment as I had originally planned. Initially, I was going to cook my beer over an open flame
outside. I was going to travel to Bloomington, Indiana to use an outdoor fire-pit where the pot
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could have rested directly in the flames. This would have helped simulate the ancient process.
However, because of concerns regarding social distancing and nonessential travel, I needed to
readjust my intentions. I instead decided to cook the beer over a charcoal grill at home. I figured
this was a better alternative than simply cooking the beer over an electric or gas stove because
this way I could still utilize my ceramic pot and simulate a fire warming the liquid inside.
Additionally, COVID-19 delayed delivery services such as amazon.com. This impacted the
amount of times I could complete my experiment because some of my ingredients needed to be
shipped from overseas, where product delivery was prolonged by a month or more in some
cases.

Discussion and Methodology:
The first step in my experimentation process was to malt a portion of the barley. To do
this, I placed a cheesecloth in a plastic bucket, poured a pound of barley into the cheesecloth,
covered the barley with warm water, and left it in a dark closet. I used a ruler to measure that the
barley was covered with an extra inch of water. I loosely placed a lid over the bucket to keep
undesired sediment out. The lid had a small hole in it to allow some oxygen in. Also, I recorded
the air temperature was 67 degrees Fahrenheit and the time was 3:57 P.M. I let the barley rest for
about eight hours before I checked it again (11:52 P.M.). I noticed some white bubbles on the
surface of the water, so I skimmed them off, drained the water from the bucket, rinsed the bucket
with water, and then placed the cheesecloth back in and covered it again with warm water (Fig.
4a). Again, I made sure there was an extra inch of water and that the air temperature was still 67
degrees Fahrenheit. After examining the barley, I noticed that it was emitting an earthy and oat-y
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smell. Some pieces were already beginning to develop white nubs on the ends. Once again, I
placed the bucket back in the dark closet with the lid loosely resting on top.

Fig. 4a: The barley water
after sitting for 8 hours;
white bubbles seen on the
surface.

Fig. 4b: The barley water
after sitting for 16 hours;
white bubbles seen on the
surface.

Fig. 4c: The barley after
soaking for 16 hours.

The next morning, I checked the barley again. It sat for slightly longer than eight hours;
this time, it rested for eight hours and twenty-five minutes (the time was 8:25 A.M). Again, I
skimmed the white bubbles from the top before draining the water from the bucket (Fig. 4b). I
moved the grain around, checking to see if 80% had sprouted. I was not exactly sure what I was
looking for, but most pieces had a small white attachment to one end, so I decided to move on to
the next portion (Fig. 4c). I took a walled aluminum baking sheet and lined it with damp paper
towels to help keep the moisture in. I then evenly spread the barley across the sheet and lightly
covered it with plastic wrap (Fig. 5). Next, I placed the plastic lid on top of the sheet without
fully snapping it on. This was all done with the intention of keeping the grain moist. Finally, I set
the barley in a dark closet with the temperature set to 67 degrees Fahrenheit. By the time I placed
it back in the closet, the time was 8:40 A.M.
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I checked the barley about six hours later to move it around a little bit and spray it with
water (2:33 P.M.) (Fig. 6). I used a spray bottle to ensure that all the grains were being equally
wetted, but were not being fully drenched. The barley had not changed in appearance from the
last time I had checked it, but the grains were almost completely dry. It smelled earthy and I
noticed that the center ridge in each grain was a darker brown than it was before. After watering
the grain, I returned the loose layer of plastic wrap and the lid before putting it back in the closet.
The next check yielded even more grains sprouting (8:30 P.M.) (Fig. 7). The kernels were still
slightly damp and earthy smelling, but I still moved them around and misted them with water.
After inspecting the grains, I noticed that all but a few had small white tails. I placed the loose
plastic wrap and lid back on top and put it in the closet.
Since the barley seemed to be staying wet in six-hour increments, I let it sit for slightly
longer the next time. I checked it again at 7:30 A.M (Fig. 8) and rolled the grains around. I
noticed that they had a slightly greasy feel and smelled even stronger of earth than before.
Several of the white tails on some of the kernels were about a quarter of the length of the grains
at this point, but most were not that long. I misted them, returned the plastic wrap and lid, and
placed it back in the closet. The next check at 3:35 P.M (Fig. 9) proved that the grains were
growing at steady progress. The pieces that had long tails before suddenly had even longer tails
that were about half the length of the grain itself. At this point, most kernels developed tails that
were about a quarter length of the grain, but several still had small nubs of tails. Again, the grain
felt greasy but slightly damp. I maintained that the air temperature was still 67 degrees
Fahrenheit before returning the plastic wrap and lid and putting it back into the closet.
I looked at the barley again at 8:04 P.M. and noticed unsurprisingly little change from the
last check since it had only been four and a half hours (Fig. 10a). I had moved the barley from
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one closet to another, so I wanted to check and make sure its germination process was not
interrupted. Some pieces were developing two tails now rather than one (Fig. 10b). The grain did
not seem to be growing all at the same rate; some pieces now had tails that were bigger than the
kernels themselves while other pieces still had tails that were only a quarter of their length. I
moved the barley around, misted it with the spray bottle, returned the plastic wrap and lid, and
put it back in the closet. In the morning, I checked the barley again at 8:55 A.M. (Fig. 11a and
Fig. 11b). It looked similar to the night before, but the tails had definitely grown. More kernels
had tails that were about twice their own length. Similarly, the next observations came at 5:53
P.M. (Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b). About a quarter of the grains had tails longer than themselves,
another quarter had tails their own length, another quarter had tails about half of their length, and
another quarter still had little nubs for tails. My next check at 9:42 A.M. showed even more
progress (Fig. 13a, 13b, and 13c). Now, all of the tails were at least half of the length of the
grains. The kernels still felt greasy and I noticed that mold was beginning to grow in some areas.
It was white, fuzzy, and light, so I put on latex gloves and simply pulled it off. In most cases,
only a few pieces of barley were contaminated, so I picked them out and disposed of them. After
checking that all the mold was gone, I mixed the kernels around, sprayed them with water,
returned the plastic wrap and lid, and put them back in the closet.
Since the barley had begun to mold, I decided to let it sit for a longer period of time
without spraying it. I reasoned that the mold was growing because it was too damp. Therefore, I
let it sit for 26 hours before misting it again. I checked the barley at 11:54 A.M. and observed the
most significant change yet (Fig. 14). All of the grains had tails at least their own length, which
is the point I wanted them to be at before moving to the next step of the experiment. However,
the next step involved me handing the barley over to Professor Sage, who was going to take it
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home to place it in his grain dehydrator, but the earliest I could get it to him was the next day.
Therefore, I decided to continue the process for another 24 hours. More patches of mold had
appeared at this point, so I again put on gloves and pulled the problem pieces out. I mixed the
grain, misted it, put the plastic wrap and lid back on, and placed it in the closet.
My final check occurred at 12:23 P.M. the following day (Fig. 15a and Fig. 15b). The
kernels had wildly long tails at this point and even more mold patches had popped up. A
significantly larger portion of barley had been contaminated by the mold, but not so much to
cause concern. I removed about a heaping handful of kernels that were too moldy to continue
with the experiment. Basically every kernel had a tail that was longer in length than the kernel
itself and several pieces had tails that were two times its own length. I put the kernels in a bucket
and sent them home with Professor Sage (Fig. 15c). He put them through his grain dehydrator,
which made the kernels dry and hard. This section of the experiment took a total of seven days.
This process of malting and dehydrating the barley covers lines 21-32 in the Hymn to
Ninkasi. The hymn references “water[ing] the malt set on the ground,” which I simulated by
watering the grain in an aluminum biome. I also “soak[ed] the malt in a jar,” or rather, a bucket.
In retrospect, I perhaps should have mashed the wet and sprouted barley into gruel before
dehydrating it, but to simplify the process, I switched these two steps. Furthermore, lines 29-32
tell the reader to spread the malted barley out on reed mats and let it dry in the sun. However, the
Sumerians lived in a hot and dry climate, which is different to Indiana’s cold and wet winter
weather. Therefore, Professor Sage’s dehydrating of the barley simulates this portion of the
hymn. The whole section praises Ninkasi and laments her ability to magically grow and change
the grain.
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Fig. 5: The barley
immediately after coming
out of the bucket.

Fig. 6: The barley after
sitting for ~6 hours.

Fig. 7: The barley after
sitting for ~12 hours.

Fig. 8: A closeup of the
barley after sitting for
~23 hours.

Fig. 9: The barley after
sitting for ~31 hours
(~1.25 days).

Fig. 10a: The barley
after sitting for ~35.5
hours (~1.5 days).

Fig. 10b: A closeup of
the barley after sitting for
~35.5 hours (~1.5 days).
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Fig. 11a: The barley
after sitting for ~48.5
hours (~2 days).

Fig. 11b: A closeup of
the barley after sitting for
~48.5 hours (~2 days).

Fig. 12a: The barley
after sitting for ~57.5
hours (~2.375 days).

Fig. 12b: A closeup of the
barley after sitting for
~57.5 hours (~2.4 days).

Fig. 13a: The barley
after sitting for ~73.5
hours (~3.06 days).

Fig. 13b: A closeup of
the barley after sitting for
~73.5 hours (~3.06 days).
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Fig. 13b: A single barley
grain after sitting for
~73.5 hours (~3.06 days).

Fig. 14: The barley after
sitting for ~99 hours
(~4.13 days).

Fig. 15a: The barley
after sitting for ~122.5
hours (~5.1 days).

Fig. 15b: A closeup of
the barley after sitting for
~122.5 hours (~5.1 days).

Fig. 15c: The sprouted
barley in the bucket
ready to be dehydrated.

Once I had the barley malted and dehydrated, I began the actual brewing process. I
closely followed the recipe listed on “AnthroChef”57 but occasionally added in variations of my
own and from the other recipes I studied. The first step was to make the bappir, or bread. To do
this, I initially needed to crush the un-malted barley into powder. At first, I attempted to do this
outside with rocks, but I started losing too much powder in the wind and did not want to risk
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wasting anything. So, ultimately, I put the barley into a food processor and ground it up that way
(Fig. 16a). Next, I slowly added ¼ cup of warm water at a time to the flour until it was sticky
enough to hold together. I kneaded for about three minutes, formed the mixture into a loaf shape,
covered it with a cloth, and let it rest for two days (Fig. 17). After letting it rest, I observed that
the bappir basically looked the same as it did two days prior and had not risen at all (due to a
lack of yeast). It smelled and tasted just like flour and was very dry (Fig. 18). Next, it was time to
bake the bappir. Instead of letting it cook outside in the hot sun, I baked it in my oven at 400
degrees Fahrenheit for just ten minutes. I opted to cook the bappir at a high temperature so that it
would cook more quickly, but this ultimately proved to be a mistake; the outside of the loaf was
crumbly and burnt. Upon observation, the loaf smelled and tasted similar to dry and unseasoned
flatbread with a thicker consistency.

Fig. 16: Me grinding the unmalted barley in a food
processor.

Fig. 17: The bappir loaf
immediately after forming
its shape.

Fig. 18: The bappir loaf
after resting for two days.

Meanwhile, while the bread was cooking, I prepared the charcoal grill. I put a whole bag
of charcoal in and covered it with a lid so that it could evenly heat up. After about 45 minutes, it
was warm enough to begin brewing. I decided to make the date syrup first to flavor the beer. To
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do this, I quartered about a cup of dates and combined it in the pot with three cups of water. I put
it over the fire and left the lid off. After ten minutes, I stirred the dates around so that they would
not stick to the bottom of the pot. The water was steaming but not boiling, and there was no odor
yet. After another ten minutes, I stirred the mixture again. This time, I noticed that a layer of
whitish/brownish foam had formed over the water and the liquid smelled extremely sweet. I also
noticed that the dates had begun scorching on the side of the pot, so I tried to scrape them off the
best that I could (Fig. 19). Another ten minutes later, the foam was almost completely brown in
color and the sides were even more scorched. The liquid was vigorously bubbling and still
smelled sweet but slightly burnt (Fig. 20). Upon spooning some of the mixture out, I noticed that
it was thick and had a similar consistency to syrup. It tasted sweet.

Fig. 20: The date syrup thirty
minutes after cooking over the
fire.

Fig. 19: The date syrup twenty
minutes after cooking over the
fire.

Next, I added two more quarts of water, crushed malted barley (prepared in the food
processor, similarly to the unmalted barley), ¼ cup of honey, and the bappir. I tore the bappir
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into chunks that were about half an inch wide. I brought
the new mixture to a boil, stirring occasionally. Again, I
left the lid off. It took about fifteen minutes for the liquid
to fully bubble. The mixture smelled very sweet and
aromatic, but also slightly scorched. It had a layer of
brown bubbles over the top (Fig. 21). Finally, I took the
pot off the heat and let it cool outside. Once the pot was
not burning hot, I brought it inside where the air
temperature was 67 degrees Fahrenheit. The temperature
of the air might be considered a limitation because the

Fig. 21: The beer as soon as it came
off the fire.

climate the ancient Sumerians were brewing in would have been much hotter and more humid.
Regardless, I did not stir the beer or move it until it was ready to drink. The next morning, I
observed the beer to see if there were any noticeable changes. It was light brown in color and had
some chunks of bappir and dates that were visible just below the surface. It smelled slightly
sweet (Fig. 22).
The next day, the beer did not look very different. However, the smell was much
stronger. I could smell the mixture standing a few feet away; it still smelled sweet but had subtle
undertones of something sour and slightly alcoholic (Fig. 23). However, the following day
yielded significant changes in the mixture. A thin, spidery, white layer had formed on top of the
liquid. I moved the pot around slightly and could see the liquid moving underneath, but the top
layer did not break (Fig. 24). Also, it no longer smelled sweet. Instead, it secreted a pungent sour
and bitter smell that triggered my gag reflex. This foul smell let me know that it was time to
strain the solids from the beer and to measure its alcohol content.
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Fig. 22: The beer after one
day of fermenting.

Fig. 23: The beer after two
days of fermenting.

Fig. 24: The beer after three
days of fermenting.

I placed a cheesecloth in a bucket to catch the solids and then poured the beer in. I
noticed that the sides of the pot were extremely scorched, and a lot of the date skins were stuck
to it. After the solids were removed there were only two cups of beer left over. I poured some
liquid into a testing tube and measured the alcohol content with a hydrometer. However, I
misinterpreted the initial reading, so the final percentage of alcohol was indeterminate. In order
to obtain an accurate reading, I should have taken an initial hydrometer reading after the beer
came off the fire and then another one when the beer was ready to consume. The difference
between the two readings would equal the alcohol content. Despite this misreading, the
hydrometer bobbed around the 6% ABV line, so I assumed that the mixture was, in fact,
alcoholic. Regardless, the beer was a brownish shade and did not have any carbonation, so there
was no head. The aroma was slightly bread-y and sort of sickly sweet. Upon tasting the liquid, it
felt thick in my mouth and had a consistency similar to milk. However, it was mostly sweet and
refreshing, though slightly sour. There was also a note of spiciness, which may have been due to
the high barley content. The alcohol taste was noticeable, but not foremost. A few particles of
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crushed malted barley had escaped through the
cheesecloth filter, which slightly itched my throat as I
drank (Fig. 25). I deemed the experiment a success but
decided to complete the process again with a few slight
changes.
For the second attempt, my primary concern was
achieving an accurate reading of the alcohol content of the
beer. I also desired to tweak certain portions of the
experimental process where I thought they were
Fig. 25: The final filtered beer.

necessary. The first change I made was cutting the dates up
the night before. Instead of quartering them and placing them directly into water over the fire, I
cut them up about 12 hours before I began brewing, slightly smashed them, and left them sitting
out. This was intended to try and maximize the amount of wild yeast that would be in the beer.
The following day, I made the bappir. This time, I made sure to grind the un-malted barley in a
finer powder than before. I used 1 ½ cups of barley flour combined with ½ cup of warm water
and kneaded the mixture for a full five minutes. The result was a dough that was much stickier
and smoother than the first batch. I separated the dough into three flattened patties so that they
might cook more evenly. Furthermore, I decided against letting the dough sit for a few days and
instead elected to cook the patties while they were fresh. I also cooked them over the fire outside
rather than in the oven.
I decided that a full bag of charcoal made the grill far too hot, so I used only half a bag
this time. I cooked the bappir for eight minutes on each side, covered, before I took them off the
fire and let them cool. They smelled extremely fresh and tasted like flatbread, although they were
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still grainy and dry. They also had a faintly smoky taste.
The outside crust was cooked through more than the
inside, but the inside was not fully raw (Fig. 26). After the
bappir was done, I combined one cup of dates and three
cups of water and placed the mixture over the fire in the
ceramic pot. Unlike last time, I covered the pot with a lid
to help the date syrup cook more evenly. I checked the
syrup and stirred it every ten minutes for fifty minutes.
The date syrup followed a similar progression as last time,
although it did not scorch. Since the fire was not as warm,

Fig. 26: The bappir patties after
cooking.

the bubbles on top did not turn brown and burnt. The mixture smelled sweet and smoky. After
the syrup became thick and syrupy, it was time to add the other ingredients.
I poured in two more quarts of water, ¼ cup of unfiltered honey, and ½ cup of pulverized
malted barley. I also tore up the bappir and added it to the mixture. I covered the pot with the lid
and let it simmer for ten minutes. After checking it, I stirred it around and noticed that it still
smelled sweet and smoky. There was also a thin layer of white bubbles covering the top and it
was extremely steamy. I let it sit, covered, for another ten minutes before stirring it again. There
were not many changes other than more white bubbles on top and a stronger smell. After another
ten minutes, I stirred the mixture again and noticed that it was starting to boil. I took it off the
fire and set it outside to cool. The concoction with all the ingredients cooked for a total of thirty
minutes. Including the time it took to make the date syrup, the beer cooked over the fire for one
hour and twenty minutes.
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The next step was to test the alcohol content with the hydrometer. I recorded that the
alcohol content was at 4%. After a few days, when the beer was ready to drink, I would take
another hydrometer reading and the ABV of the beer would be the difference between the two
recordings. In my previous attempt at the experiment, this was the step that I accidentally
omitted. After taking the recording and checking that the pot was cool to the touch, I brought the
mixture inside and did not move it until it was ready to drink. I recorded the air temperature at 69
degrees Fahrenheit. After a day of sitting, the beer developed a few patches of white bubbles on
the surface and still smelled sweet and pleasant. I noticed that the liquid looked far less murky
than the first time and that there was no scorched residue on the sides of the pot (Fig. 27). After
letting the beer sit for another 24 hours, I observed that all the patches of bubbles were gone. The
smell was similar to the day before (Fig. 28).
I checked the beer again the next day. There were bubbles and white foam all over the top
of the liquid, though the beer was still visible underneath. The mixture had changed in scent,
although it did not smell sour or unpleasant; it was more of a slight alcohol smell along with
something sweet (Fig. 29). The white bubbles indicated that carbon dioxide was present, and
therefore was a clear indication that yeast was fermenting the drink. Since such a strong reaction
occurred just overnight, I decided to let the beer sit for an extra day. This was different than the
last run of the experiment where I strained the beer after just three days of sitting, but last time I
did not observe any bubbles. After examining the beer the following day, I noticed that there
were many more bubbles than the day before and that they were slightly foaming (Fig. 30). The
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smell was also much stronger; I could smell it as soon as I walked into the room. Still, it did not
smell sour but rather was just slightly alcoholic and sweet.

Fig. 27: The beer after one
day of fermenting.

Fig. 28: The beer after two
days of fermenting.

Fig. 29: The beer after three
days of fermenting.

Fig. 30: The beer after four
days of fermenting.
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As last time, I placed a cheesecloth in a bucket to catch the solids and then poured the
beer in (Fig. 31). There were slightly less than two cups of beer after the solids were gone. I
tested the alcohol content with the hydrometer and determined that it was at about the 7% line.
Therefore, I calculated that the beer was about 2% alcohol. I poured the remainder of the liquid
in a cup and noticed that it had a very slight head, which indicated some carbonation. The beer
was a brownish shade and was noticeably less murky than the last batch. The aroma was
extremely bread-y and slightly sweet. Upon tasting the liquid, it still felt thick in my mouth and
had a consistency similar to milk. It was sweet and refreshing and all notes of sourness were
gone from the previous batch. It still had a slight underlying spiciness, which I attributed to the
high barley content. Again, the alcohol was noticeable, but not foremost. Also, this time, I did
not notice as many particles of crushed malted barley and they did not bother me as I drank. This
batch of beer was far more pleasant than the first one in several regards; it smelled better, tasted
better, and looked better (Fig. 32).

Fig. 31: The beer in the
cheesecloth, or “filtering
vat.”

Fig. 32: The final filtered beer.
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In reference to the Hymn to Ninkasi, this portion of the experiment covers two sections of
the hymn. The first section is lines 13-20. This part of the recipe includes making the bappir
dough and cooking it in an oven. The heat from baking the bread caramelizes some of the sugars
and helps create the sweet malt taste. In the hymn, it says to mix “the bappir with [date]-honey”
(line 16), but I chose to add the date syrup to the mixture later on rather than interpreting this line
as literally adding the dates to the bappir dough itself. The next section of the hymn that this
portion of the experiment covers is lines 33-48. Line 33 mentions “the great sweetwort” which is
a result of the barley cakes, water, and malted barley powder. Line 34 goes on to talk about
“Brewing [it] with honey [and] wine,” which is where I added in the unfiltered honey and date
syrup rather than wine. The next few lines are too damaged to procure an accurate reading. The
next coherent line is line 41 that mentions a fermenting vat. This is the pot in which I let the beer
sit for a few days. Lines 42-48 talk about pouring the filtered beer into the collector vat and state
that it is “[like] the onrush of Tigris and Euphrates” (lines 46 and 48). This is where I filtered the
final liquid from the other ingredients through a cheesecloth.

Conclusion:
Beer in ancient Mesopotamia was arguably one of the most important aspects of the
culture. It permeated virtually every front of peoples’ lives, whether it be in business, economics,
or religion. Specifically, the Hymn to Ninkasi provides archaeologists, scientists, and researchers
alike with insight into the significance of fermented beverages. The hymn itself may have been
sung by priestesses preparing a brew at a wedding, funeral, or other special banquet. The brewers
would have lamented Ninkasi and been struck with wonder at the chemical reactions happening
right before their eyes. Through my experimental archaeological process, I experienced firsthand
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the difficulty of brewing and the rewards that come from it. Although I have followed a similar
process listed in the Hymn to Ninkasi, it is impossible to produce an exact replica of the beer
ancient Sumerians were drinking because of several factors. For instance, the strains of wild
yeast and minerals in the water would have varied and ultimately changed the taste. Regardless,
the basic process of fermentation is still the same from ancient to modern times. Even today, beer
holds a significant place in many different cultures. As the most commonly consumed alcoholic
beverage in the world, beer is still regarded as a cornerstone of civilization.
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